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The potato, becai'.se of the ii^nense quantities of .it used
for food, and for varioT.s industrial procesnes, such as the inanu- ,
factu.re of starch, nerits a more exhaustive analysis than it has
thus far receive'!. This is especially true iri re^jard to the effects
of cookinij.
BetvAoen the years 1865 and 1898 the annual production of pota-
toes in the United States \yas between one ^mndi^ed and three liu.ndred
million bushels, the production beinr; ]m^c}i larger in the northern
stater;. This annual crop has va:'ied from sixty to a hu.ndred mill-
ion dollars in value. \\
Analyses of potatoes are recorded as e.-^rl;.' as 1840. These an-
alyses consisted cheifly of the determination of the ultimate con-
I
stituents, and of the amount of mineral and vegetable matter present.
!
On account of the incomrjlete methods of analvsis of vegetable matter
knov/n at that time, but fevr at^eiipts \rere made at a proximate ana-
lysis of the potato. However it should be -^entioned that previous
I




and from these estimates tables were compiled showin.; the relation
of the pe'-centa;:e of the starcli to tho specific /gravity.
jl
Durin*j the year 187fi Schu.ltze and Barbieri (Jahres Bericht 1878
p. 961 ) invest i£';ated the nitr0j_:;en conta^"ne'l in potatoes by means of
the soda-lime method, and stated as a result of their labo -s that
i;
I! the nitr6;:en existed partly as so called protein and partly as amid-
'I
!i .
M nitro[jen m aspara;:ine and kir.dred bodies. In 1882 Hchultze and
'! En{5Ste-'' dete>'mined nitroyen a; it the forms in v/hich i existed^ the
li
juice obtained from four kinds of potatoes. Accordi?:r; to their re-





nitrogen fro:n 56^ to '5r)^1, The question of the form in v/hich the ni-
trogen exists in the potato has been invent i;:ated quite thoroui:;;hly
since that time, and iinproved methods of separation devised; but
beyond the fact that amid nitro^.en always occurs partially in aspar-
aglne, tyrosine and leucine, and remainder in the so-called p:-oteii-i^
nothin{5 definite is known.
The relation between the amount of starch and the specific
gravity of the potato has been v/orlred out rather co.mpletely; but itij
is not regarded as a strict enou;;h relation to justify its use for
accurate quantitative determinations. A considerable number of the
analyses }iave been made to sliow the difference in composition of the
numerous varieties of potatoes. The Ninth Annual P.eport of the
II
West Virginia Experiment Station containes analyses of about one
hundred varieties of potatoes grown in that state. From this ar-
ticle there see:.! to be no genc-al conclu.sions that can be dravm about
ii
the diffe-'ences between early and late potatoes, bu.t from analyses
made by H. London and L. Bossard and repoi'ted in the Annalen iler
Science it seeris that the early varieties contain more v/ater and
nitrogen and less starch than the later varieties. The difference
between the two is not usuiilly more thari one or tv/o per cent of the
amount of water present. The Hew York Experiment Station Record
no. II given analyses showing that small potatoes are higher- in wa-
ter and ash b;'- about two per cen^ and lower in starch than are large
^
potatoes.
The effect of various fertilizers upon potatoes has been
invest igateti by Sev/ell and Menke, and reported in the Aiaer-ican Oheni-
cal Journal vol. 9 p. 103. Thene investigators tested potatoes

with all the cormoj'i Irjnds of fertilizers. Their analyser, <\o not
shov/ any greater difference in the potatoes so treated than ni. ;ht be
explained by ordinary errors of <:nalynir,.
V ohrees, che;iist oi ITev/ Jersey P]xperiment Station, in
Bulletin 80 of that station reports so.'-ie of his invest i-^at ions on
the action of fertilizers and on the best Method of ciiltivat on.
His conclusions are as follov^s: the largest yield of potatoes is
obtained where a riixture of barnyard and chemical :nanures is used,
by far the mo.;t valuable chemical fertilizer is potassium sulphate,
and the fertilizer affects the composition of the potatoes. Besides
the direct increase in the nurabe • of the potatoes produced by a civ-
i
en area their size is increased by fert ilizers^ as previously men-
tioned, large potatoes i:.re hi;:her in starch than small ones. Never-
theless, Voohrees states that the increase of dry jnatter in '.ot
proportional to the inc'-^eased vreight prodi'ced b;- fertilization.
When potassiuj' sul])hate is used, Vne dr;- matter falls 3.1S', when
pota.-^sium chloride :i s used 7.5f, and when potar.sium nitrate is used
11.8^j. All of t/iem however, increase the per cejit of nitro^-en.
Thorou.^ii cultivation increases the yield and is supposed to -'mprove
the comjcsition, but the data on this po:'nt is not sufficient for
any conclusive statement.
The number of complete analyses
^"^J^^^^^ P^i^li-'^lied up
to the p -esent time is very large, and VQ.r\-^\ I'liiTi --^ results are ob- .
tained by averages of thene analyses suc-i as arc published i)y Atwat-
er and Bryant in Bulletin 2f; U. P.. D. A. and Jenki .\s and V/inton in
Experiment Station Bulletin 2^.
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: .10^ : 17.3');.' : .95;^'
V/hile a large number of analyses of ra^7 potatoes heve been
made, the analyses of cooked potatoes are linited in niinoe . Atxia-
ter and Bryant in Bullet iiiSB , United States Departr^-ent of Ac-'i-icul-
ti'.re gives the avera.je of eleven analyses of boiled potatoes.
Since the tine of boiling and the r;eneral data of the cooki]i{; exper-
iment are not given the results have but little significance.
Water. : Protein.
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Miss K. J. WillianiSy a fellov/ of nniversity Oolle.^e, Bris-
tol made analyses of a number of kinds of cooked vegetables, and a-
mong them potatoes. Her results are reported in the Journal of the
Loridon Chemical Hociety vol. 61 p.;^26. She made analyses of the
ultimate constituents of the potato aiid determinations of its heat
of combustion.
IJlt imate Analvsi s
Ash. Hydro ;:en. : Carl.) on
.
nitrogen
Potato (boile-Twith skin). 4.8 5;,' : 9.75 . 40.07 2.04
Potato (boiled v;ithout skin). . 2.J5 . 5.39 . 35.50 2.40



















-19 .03 : 4.50 20.81 .00
—
Results from Konig^s "Die Mensch-











... _ ^ ,. —
Potato. : 7r;.4r):.90: 1.95 .7r ..2£ : 20.69
Results froin "Food" by Prof. Church.
V/ater Ash Albu.r-i- Cellulose Pat Starch Extractives Dextrlnj|
: linoids; : : : :
Po t at 0. .1* *' * *
75.0;^; 1. : 1.2 \ 1.0 :*.03i 10.0 I 1.50 [ 2.0
Heats of Oo-:"ibustion.
Potato boiled in skin 4o72.6 Calories of heat.
Potato boiled Y/itho\)t skin 3819.0 Calorie.; of he;.t.
By far the most reliable and extensive .invest ii^at ion in
the line of the cliemical effect of cooking potatoes has b. en done bv'
H. Sn:'der of Minrtesota and reported by him in Bulletin 43, United I







Briefly his method v/as to boil the potato in a k-novni ano'.int of wate^
drain thera; f :iter the liquid, and iiake it up to a Icnov/n volume
from v/hich aliquot portions vrere taken for analysir,. Determinations
of total solids, ash, albuminoid nitro.:en, total nitro^e^' ai^'i starch
were m.ade in this liquor. Total solids v/ere determined by evapora-
tion and (iryin-z at 100° C. and ash by burning the total solids.
Total ni'.ro<_;en v/as determined by the Kjeldahl raet'iod, and albuminoid
nitrogen by the Stu.tzer metho'i. For starch the liquor v/as inverted
v/ith HCl and p -ccipitated v/ith Fehl-in;/s so-iution.
In these invest i{;at ions the potatoe v/ere boiled v/ith and
without the skins and in distilled v/ater, lime-v/ater, and alkaline
water. Some samples v/ere soaked in cold v/ater before they v/ere boil
ed; some v/ere placed directly in boiling v/ater; and some in cold
water v/hich v/as then ])rourht to a boil.
6.
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Dis. v/ater cold :
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: ^.0 • 1 : 5.3

ProLi Mr. Snvflo2"'s discussion of resu.lts* it v/:Ill be seen
I'
that the greatest loss occurs v/hen the Tiotatoes are pe^-led and soak-ij
ed before boiling. In this case the lo r. of nitrogenoiis matter
|
Y/as from 46 to 50^^ dependinr- in the length of tiiv.e they were soaked.
Of the albuminoids 2by'^ and of the mineral matteroG^^ v;ere extracted
j|
by the water in v/hich the potatoes v/ere cool'e'U Mlhen the potatoes
j
are peeled and put into cold water r.nd heated to boiling as soon as '
possible, the loss is srialle:-, about lC)y> of he nitrogenous matter
and 19/0 of the minei'al matter. V/hen the potatoes are peeled and
put directly into boiling wate-^, the loss ifl nitrogen is only half
that of the last case, but the mineral matter remains the same. The.
boilin.j water coagulates the albuminoids on the surface of the po-
tato, and the:?y filling the outer pores, partially prevent the lo s
of the inner juices. A large amount of mineral matter is hov/ever,
dissolved. There seems to be but little difference in total nitrog
enous matter, starch and ash v/hether distilled^ alkaline , or line wa-
ter is used. The lime-water, hov/ever, has the greatest solvent
action upo.n the albumin- ids. The albuminoid material in potato
being a globulin which is insoluble in v/ater but solu.ble in saline
solutions, distilled v/ater has the least effect on it. It v/ill be
seen that when potatoes are unpeeled t?ie lor.s of matter is very
smfillj 1^ 01- less of each constituent but mineral matter^ and onl^-- 3f>
of that. His conclusions are summarized as follows:
jj
(1). In order to obtain the hi;.he,st f f od value, potatoes should not
be peeled before cooking.
(;;). When peeled, the loss is lea,>t when placed in hot water and
boiled rapid, ly and then the loss is very considerable. I
V
If poth-toer. are peeled and soal^ed in cold water befo'-e
cnokinc, the loss of nutrients IS very great; being one foiirtli of
all t!ie albiimi no id: matter . In a bushel of potatoes, the loss v/ovld
equal a pound of sirloin steak.
by A. J. Frisby and A. P. Bryant, and reported in Bulletin 4." United i
States Department of Agricultiire . Pour trials were made, (1) wit"-
tl"ie skins -'eraoved, potatoes placed :n cold v/ater and heated i raae d i -
jj
ately; (2) skins removed, placed .-in boilin.; water; (3) skins on,
placed in cold vmter and he.-.ted --p to a hij_,h temperature iramediat els;|
(4) skins on, placed in boiling water. One litre of water v/;.s uned
for each test; the potatoes boiled until done completely; then the
water poured off and the potatoes rinsed off. It was found that in
all but the second case the potatoes increased slightl;/ in In; weight
during cooking.
The liquor was made up to a definite volurie, and an ali-
quot portion was taken for analysis. The cooked potato v/as also
analysed, and the sum of 'he per cents in the liquor and the cooked
|




were estimated by subt '-act ing the sum of the protein and the mineralj
matter from the total solids. The protein factor used v/as 5:5.
Investigations similar to those of Snyder vrere carried on
9.
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The loss of natter durin.
,
the process of cooking , was con- ^!
il
fined quite largel" to the nit^Ojjen and the ash It \7j 11 be not ic-
j
ed that tl.e calculat ions show lo s of carboh:'drat en arid that it ^vas ;
aliiost not hint;; v/hen the poti.toes \iere not peele
i
V/her. peeled the '
softened and broken c-l.L v/alls pernit the abr.'.s ion of starch p^irti-
cles. There may be a sli.;ht loss of starch cheraically.
ii
The concln.si 0)is are : that
ij
boiled, jjeeled potatoes lose a '
considerable amount of organic natter and also of rilneral natter.
The minerals are not exactly nutrients but
. are ij.'iportant in nutritiori.
Peel^.'d i^otatoe:; los^; , of the starch and of the rij t ro.-enous inat-




The chief object of the following investigations was to find
the losses occurin£; in the boiling of potatoes in distillerl v/ater;
and in the baking under varying conditions of temperature and tine.
!
In connection with this a complete analvses of whole potatoes, peel-
j
ed potatoes and peelings were made; as well as determinations of
the fixed and volatile acids contained in the cold water extract
from potatoes.
A bushel of Barly Rose potatoes was washed carefully free from
dirt. In selecting samples, care was taken to get an far as possible
represent at iveji in size and appearance of the whole lot. A sample
of about two kilograjns was selected; sliced up into small pieces,
and dried in a drying oven until quite brittle; the slices were
quickly ground in a sausage-mill and then in a drug-mill until fine
enough to pass throu/,h a one millimeter sieve. The sample v/as weigh-
ed and kejjt in a Mason jar. Loss in weight rei^resents v/ater. The
other samples of tv/o kilograms each were selected, peeled carefully
and preserved just as the first samples. V/hen the samples of r'arly
Rose potatoes were used up samples of Burbank potatoes were bought.
Samples for analysns were selected and treated just as described a- '
bove for the Karly Rose. Vov the tests on baked potatoes, one
kilogram samples were taken and baked in an aliiminium oven. The
first three saiaples wei-e heated at 180° to 185° 0. for forty-five to
seventy-five minutes. In all cases until the potatoes wer-e tho 'ough
ly done. The temperatures used above being rather high for an or-
!
dinary oven and the results of the analysis not being sufficiently '
j
accordant another set of tests was made. These v/ere made on Burbanlc
potatoes, since the I'larly Rose could not be obta?*ned. The temperat-i

ures used this time were 125° and 150°, and times tv/o hoii.rs and 1/2
and tv;o hours resi^ect ively
.
Preparat ion of Sample The potato whether raw, cooked, or in
the fom of peelings was sliced fine and placed in iron pans in a
dryinr^ oven at a temperature of f^0° to 70°C. for a period of about
thirty hours. The slices were then hard and brittle. The sample
was cooled and weir;hed; the difference between this and the oricinal.
weljjht being water.- It was then groimd, first in a sausage mill and
finally in a drug-mill until fine enou; h to pass throu;:h a one m.m.
sieve when it v/as placed in a tight ITasori jar > be kept for ana-
Determinat ion of Water . About two grams of the air-dried sample
i;repa]-ed as above were weiglied in^.o an extraction tube with a filter
paper Dottom,was used for the weig}iing to prevent ;:ains or loss dur-
ing the operation. These tubes v/ere kept iri a gl:-cerine oven at 105*
c. for eight hours with a current of hydrogen passing throug h.
They were then removed from the Oven, c.ooled and weighed. The loss
in weight represented the total amount of water contained in the air
dried sample.
Determination of Pat^. The tubes containing the water-free sam-
ple from the above determination were ulaced in a r.oxhlet ether-ex-
traction apparatus and extracted for twelve hours with absolute
ether. The ether was distilled off from the flask v/hich was thisn
dried for an hour in a glycej'ine oven, cooled and weighed. The in- il
crease of this v;eight over the original weight of the flask gave the
weight of extracted fat.
Determinat ion oj" Astu A sample of about one and a hulf grams of
lysis.

the air-dried substance was v/e:I.;he'i out into a cnTcible and placed
i
In a muffle furnace and bec-.ted until the ash was white. It was then!
cooled and weighed.
Determinat ion of Starch * About three grans of the air-dried
substance were weighed out into a Kjeldahl flask, 100c. c. of water
added, 20 C.C,. of KCl of 1.125 specific gravity, and the mixture
j|
boiled tv;o and one half hours with a reflux condenser. The liquid ;i
was cooled, and made up to 500c. c. and the solid master filtered out.
Aliquot portions of this filtered liquid were used to precipitate
Pehling solution. The Pehling solution is made up according to All-
|
ihn modification, 35.629 gr. of CuT.O^ are di. solved in 500c. c. of
water and 173 gr. of Rochelle salts and 125 gr. KOH in 500. c.c. of
water. For each determination, 30 c.c. of each solution was taken
and diluted with 60c. c. of v/ater. The mixture v/as brought to a boil
and 25 c.c. of the stai'ch solution added. The reddish precipitate
appeared at once. The mixture was boiled three minutes, filtered
hot, washed with hot v;ater, burned and weighed ar> OuO. This is cal-
j
!
culated to Ou. and the corresponding v/elght of dextrose found from
Alllhn's tables. The v/eight of dextrose multiplied by nine-tenths .
gives the weight of the sta]- :h.
Determination of Total ITltrogen. About tv/o grams of the air-
dried substance are v/eighed into a Kjeldahl flask, and *065 gr. of
Hg. and 25 c.c. of Con. Sulphuric acid added. The mixture v/as
heated in a digester until perfectly colorless, and a little pot-
assium permanganate (K2Mn2 08) added. It was then cooled, 200 c.c. of
|
water added, 25 c.c. of .":2S; and after shaking thoroughly, a little
|
graniulated zinc to prevent bi'mping in the subjuent distillation.
/3.

About GOc.c. of alkali solution (500 gr. of Greenbank alkali to
litre of water) v/as added without mixing. The flask was connected
T/ith kjeldahl condensor, shaken until the r^as ce;,ses to corae over,
and '.hen 150 c.c. distilled over into 10 c.c. of standard HOI. The
excess of HOI v/as titrated back with the standard IIH4OH using a cork4
ed flask v/ith a capillary tube to i)r-:;vent the escape of arnmonia.
Lacinoid was use'i as indicator. Fror the amount of TTH4OH required
to neutralize t]ie acid, the araount 0" nitrogen from the sample can
be easily calculated.
Determination of Albuminoid ITitrogen. The method used for thei;
air-dried potatoes was Stutzer metliod. About tv/o grains were weighed
into a Kjeldahi flask, lOOc.c. of water added, and the mixture he;.t-j|
ed on a boiling v/ater bath for ten minutes. Then 6 c.c. of a cop-
\
per hydroxide solution was cidded, and the \7hole shaken very thorough!
i
ly. By this means the proteid nitro;-en is precipitated. The solu-
tion was left to stand over night and the next day the solids v/ere
filte»'ed out retaining as much as possible in the flask. The solid
matter was thoroughly ^7ashed, and then the filter paper put into
the flask and nitrogen determined just as described for total nit-
rogen. The copper hydroxide mentioned above v/as made by dissolving
100 grams of Oopper sulphate in five litres of v/ater containing 25
j|
c.c. og glycerine. This was precipitated by a dilute solution of
NaOH added un' il solution was slightly alkaline. The coppe>' hydroxr-
^
ide v/as filtered out with a Buc^'ner filter keeping fror: the . ight as
much as possible; and washed with water containing 5^/ of glyce rine ;
|j
This then rubbed up in a mortar v/itli v/ater containing 10/' of glycer-l
;ne. Enough v/ater v/as added to make a uniform gelatinous mans v/hich^^
ma ' be measured out v/ith a pipette.
i

For the protein 'let errainat .i on the per cent of albiiminoid ni-
trogen is miltiplied by the factor 6.25 which is supposed to repre-
sent the ratio between t}ie nitrO;;eft and tre total p-'Otein.
For the araido nit'"0^-:;en the albuminoid nitrof-en is STbt -acted






Whole Early Rose Potatoes.
Calcwlaterl to in fresh sample.
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79.67 : 1.29 : 1.07 : 16.92 ^__^q7__: .21 .25 . 46
'
_
Peeled ^arly Rose Potat oes
i
yojifi^l '







^B_q._02 : 1.39 1.02 : 10.43 ; .16 : .23 . • 35






1.04 : 21.14 .: .10 1 .29
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Potatoes baked 1 hr. at 18r>°n. '
73.26 : 1. 60 1.00 20.4^7 . .11
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.14 : .13: • 27
Peelln. s frori above Samples.
|
80. r.4 1.17 : 1.31 : 11.91
* •
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79. 3f; • 1.40
•
>
: .79 : 16.17 : .10
:
.25 : • 44
1
Burbank Potatoes bakerl /I 1/2 hrs. at 12P°0.





69.15 : 1.50 : .9^1 : 24.29 : .06 : .25"
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Ocxlculate'ito in fresh sample.



























Oalci^lated to water-free substance
.
V/hole Esirly Rose Potatoes.
.
f of Prot .
:







7.79 5.227- 80.39 ; .36 1.23 ; .87 : 2.10
G.34 : 5.27_ J 83.12 .33
• 1.02 : 1.26 . 2.28
Peeled Early Rose Potatoer
,
5.72
_J 5 . 2B : 8I46O ^.18 : 1.09 : .95 ; 2.04
7.03 : 5.10 : 82.23 : .69 : 1.13 .64 :. 1.77
Potatoes baked 1 h'-. at 180° n.
•
• *
7.07 : 4.09 : 83.07 : .39 1.13 .71 : 1.84




5.16 4.2n : 80.56 : .34 : .83
•
1.02 : 1.85
Potatoes baked 1 1/2 hrs. at 160® C.




Peeled potatoes boiled 1/2 hr.
<
4.36 4.99 : 84.29 : .35 : .70
• •
• •
: .67 : 1.37
Peelings fron above samples.
6.02
•
6.74 : 61.22 : 1.21
• • i
• 1
: .96 : 1.79 : 2.75











: .89 ; 2.09
Biirbank Potatoer, baked 2 1/2 hrs. at 125° 0.
5.24 4.05 : 79.41 : .27 ; .84 .88 i.72
5.04 2.98 : 78.72 : .23 : .81 : 1.0-; : 1.75
Rurbank potatoer, bake'l 2 hrs. at 150° 0.
5.35 : 3.20 : 81.32 : .30 : .86 : .89 : 1.75
5.93 : 3.46 : 83.22 : .35 : .96 : 1.02 : 1.97

A.n inspection of the above tables shoves no considerable cliffer-
ence hetxreen the peeled and impeeled potatoes. The water free sub-
stance of the baked Earlv: Rose potato is not changed from the raxr
more than errors of analysis^ at least. In the experiments on Bi!:--
bank" potatoes the baked potato seems to lose a little protein and
fat but this apparent chan.;:e nay be du.e only to ei-rors in analysir..
The \7hole baked potato of course loses from five to twelve per cent
of v/ater. The peeled potatoes that v/ere p eviously boiled shoxr a
loss in protein and a.sh, which has been extracted by the boiling.
The raw peelings from the boiled potatoes shov; a considerable incre-




For the experiments on boiling potatoes, stijaples of about two
kilOtjrams of carefully o leaned Early Ros-j potatoes v/ere weiched out.
These, samples were placed in a c^^^ite ware kettle containin.:
2050 c.c. of water. Two methods were used in the boiling. Part of
the samples were placed in water which was already boiling and part
in cold water which was imriediately heated to boiljnj-. All the sam-
ples werb boiled for thirty minutes. This was fo:u\cL to complete
the cookin^^- in all cases. Il
When the cooking v/as cojapleted the water was drained off care-
fully and the potatoes washed with a little water which is add.ed to
the main bulk of the I'quid. The v/hole Liquid is filtered through a;;
Buckner funnel under press--re. The liquid was then made \ip to tv/o '
liti^es and aliquot portions taken fo" analyses. The cooked potatoes
were cooled and weighed. It was then sliced, dried and preserved
i
just as the sam les of ra-.T potato. Some samples were oril - 1 kilo-
gram and for them 100c. c. of water were used. After experiments
were completed the effects of boiling upon peeled potatoes was in-
vestigated. For this samples of about one kilogram each were taken
j|
and peeled careTullv. The weight of peelin.js as \7ell as the weight |i
II
of the potatoes before and after peeling was taken. The peelings .. ;
were dried and preserve<l just as the whole potatoes. The rest of
the procedu.re was exactly the same as for the whole potatoes.
As previously stated the potatoes were tested both peeled and unpeel-f-
ed ; some being placed in cold water an-.l heated immediately to boil-
ing, and some placed directly in boiling /ate?'. '
The liquor from the boiled potatoes was made up to two litres
in the first experiments but afterwards to 210nc,c. in order- that

. i,
larger i^ortlons riif^-ht be taken so ti.at the -per cent of err-or v/ould
be lessened.
The detenninat ions made on the Liquor v/ere total solj'ls., ash,
total nitroj^^en, albuminnid, and nitrOij;en and protein, and anides by
calculation from the nitro^jen. In the latter samples deterpiinat ions
were made of reducin,;; substances before inve -sion and also ai'ter
|
inversion; the diffe -ence iji the tv/o representing starch. V/hen two
litres were -nsed, 2fe0 c.c. v/ere iiseil for total solids and asli and
100 c.c. for the other determinations. V/hen 2100 c.c, v/ere used,
200 c.c. v/ere used for ej.ch determination.
Preparation of Solu t ion ror_ Analysis . Tlie liqii.or v/as carefully ,
drained off from the potatoes which were v/ashed with a li tie v/ate>>
The whole amount of liquor and v/ashinr;s v/ere strained throu,. h a per-
forated porcelain plate if an:* lart^e particles v/ere contained.
This strained liqu.or was filtered throu;-^- a Ruckner filter under
pressure. The filter paper was v/ashed, and the liquor v/as made up
j
to 2100 c.c. ' 1
Determination of T otal ^^oli^s . An aliquot portion of 200 c.c. ij
of the liquor was taken, and evaporated to dryness in a previously '
weighed platinum dish on a water bath. vrhen dry, placed in a v/ater
oven at 100 c.c, and dried to const.-mt wel/;ht.
j
Pete -minatlon o_f Ash. The total solids, after being v/eighed
were Ignited in the dinh until whits; and then weighed. The res-
idue is ash dissolved f -on the ijotato.
Determination of reducing ^^'bstance_s, T^Ieasured out 200 c.c. of
the liquor, and added it to Fehling solution made up a^s for starch
I
without the last dilution with 60 c.c. of water. The ^lixture was

boiled three mimi.tes, filtered, ari'l burned, and wei/jh--d as HiiO.
Thjs v/as calculated to Cu . '
Determination of Starch. Inverted 200c. c, of the liqii.or by boil-lj
ii
ing tv/o and one half hou. -s with a reflTi.x condenser using 10 c.c. of
cone. HOI for invertin^^ agent. This was used to precipitate Pehling
;[
solution. The precipitate Wc;.s filtered ou.-^ r.nd burned and weighed
ii
as OuO. This is calculated to Ou. and this bv reference to Allihn ij
ii
tables gives dextros which multiplied by nine tenths gi'-.-es starch.
Determination o_f Tot_cil IIltro.jen. Measure out 2^0 c.c. into a
Kjeldahl fl;tsk; add^d K.- and HgSO^, and proceeded just as in the





rminat ion of Albuminoid Hi trogen . Measured 200 c.c. into
a Kjeldahl flask; acidified with one or t.vo drops of cone. liOl,
and added about one half cubic centimeter of Dr. Shake vigorously;
i
if the Br. was dissolved add more until there v/as a little left in
the bottom of the flask. By this treatment the proteids are pre-
cip"tated. The flask was left seve-al hou.r.s and the liquid decanted !
upon a filter paper; washed the precipitate and filter paper with
|
Br. water. Then transferred the filte - paper to the flask, and de-
termined nitrogen by the Kjeldahl process. The nitrogen obtained
represents that existing in the for::i of proteids. Protein was cal-
culated from it by multiplying b^- the factor n.25. The am:''! nitro-
gen was calculated as previously described by subtracting albumnnoid





Losses In Boiling Early Rose Potatoes.
Placed .In boilinij water and boiled 1/2 hour.






















.047 . 01 3 .0073; . 0052 .045





. 046 : ^0/7 ' .0070 . 06 5 . 0008 .039
.041 • .011 .0020 > ..iP04 .001 : .003
.059 • .014- : .0023 ,00057 : .0017 .003 • : .018
: ]fean.
.070 : .022 : .0066: .0041 : .no26 : .025 : .018
Mean of the last two Analyse s
.
_
• • • • •
•*
' « • • • • •
*.05 : .013 : .022 : .Ono53: .0017: .0033: .018
Potatoes piaced in cold water and boiled 1/2 hi -.
.045 ; .035 .0116: .0062: .00 51: .039
.049 .024 .0090 : .0066 : .0021" .043
.049 .0106 .0061]L .0054 : .0^06 .o;-3
.038 . 013 .0018 : .00059 : .0012 .0038 : .020





.044 : .018 : .0061: .0039: .0021: .024 : .017
Mean o f the fliast two analyse s
.
• • • • •
• • • • •
.039 : ^.0 1: .0019: .00056: .0014: .0034: .017
o2 3.

Losses in Boiling Early Rose Potatoes.
Caloiilated to ^ in fresh Sc^mple.


















.785 : .18 : .0.'54 : .ooi'"'"7 : .029 • .0 1 • .18








.039 .00191 : .032 "T0T2^'
\
1
Placed .In cold water and boiled 1/2 hour.
.792 • .172 .038 : .0017 .035 : .010 : .16
.765 .187 : .034 : .0017 7*: .029 .012 : .19
l!ean.
.789 : .I'-i : , 036 : .00174
1
1
: .032 ; .011 : .18
Si 4-

In the impeeled potatoes in first three cases the loss of pro-
tein in much higher than in the last two, higher in f;..ct than tlie
loss in the peeled potatoes. This cannot be explained except on the
Croimd of errors in analysis which c.re more probable in vie.v of the
fact that they were done first while I v/as less familiar with the
method. The last two samples in each case show a more reasonable
loss. These were done after the metliod had becorie more farailiar to
me.
The analyses show no essential difference between placing the
potato directly in boiling water or ii; cold water which is heated
to boiling.
The loss in neither case is of much importance from, a practic-
al stcind point. In he tests in peeled potatoes the losses are, as
woi^ld be expected, much larger than when the potatoes were unpeeled.
The loss in ash is natural by quite considerable but the most inpor-
tant loss from a practical stc.nd point is that of nitrogenous matter
which is the most costly food const ituerit . This loss falls more >
on the amido-nit rogen than the albuminoid nitrogen. This is evident-
ly the best method of boiling potatoes with the skins on. The loss
figured upon a fev/ graras or even pounds of potatoes seems very
slight, but when v/e remember that the production of the United States
is annually over 100, '00,000 bushels, it ccm be seen that a very .




1 A. Early Rone potatoer, , sliced and i'h*ied.
1 B. Early Rose potatoes, sliced and dried.
2 A. Early Rose potatoes, peled, sliced and dried.
2 B. Early Rose potatoes, peeled, sliced and dried.
3 A. Potatoes placed in boilinr; water and boiled 1/2 hour. Both
potatoes and liquor.
3 B. Potatoes placed in boiling water and boiled 1/2 hour. Both
potatoes and liquor,
4 A, Poti-toes placed in cold v/ater and boiled 1 hour. Both potatoes
and liquor.
4 B. Potatoes placed in cold -.yater and boiled 1/2 hour. Both pota-
toes and liquor.
r^. Potatoes baked 1 hour at IBO^O.
6. Potatoes baked 1 1/2 hours at loST!.
7. Potatoes baked 1 hour at 180^0.
8, Potatoes put in cold v/ater. Boiled 1/2 hour
9, Liquor frora sample 8.
10, Potatoes put in boiling v/ater. Boiled 1/2 hour.
11. Liquor from sample 10.
1::. Potatoes put in boiling v/ater. Boiled 1/2 hour.
13. Liquor froia sample 12.
14. Potatoes put in cold water. Boiled 1/2 hour.
15. Liqu.or from sample 14.
16. Potatoes put in boili g v/ater. Boiled 1/2 hour.
17. Liquor from sample 16.
10. Potatoes put in cold v/ater. Boiled 1/2 hou.r.
19. Liquor from sample 18.
5^.

20. Peeled potatoes put in boiling water. Boiled 1/2 hour.
21. Peelings from sample 20.
22. Liquor from sample 20.
23. Peeled potatoes put in cold water. Boiled 1/2 hour.
24. Peelings from sa2Tii)le 23.
25. Liqu.or from sample 2,").
26. Peeled potatoes put in cold water. Boiled 1/2 hour.
27. Peelings fron^sample 26,
28. Liqaor from sample 26.
29. Peeled potatoes put in boiling- ^yater. Boiled 1/2 ho-^r.
30. Peelin. s from sample 29.
31. Liq-ior from sample 29.
32. Peeled potatoes put in boiling water. Boiled i/2 hour.
33. Peelings from sarajjle 32.
34. Liquor from sample 32.
36. Burbank potatoes baked at 125*>n. for 2 1/2 hou -s.
Burbank potatoes baked at 125**0. for 2 1/2 hours.
38. Burbank potatoes biJced at 150°0. for 2 hours.
39. Burbank potatoes bake i at 150° C. for 2 hours.











































1 B. : 1997. of.425.40 1571.69
.
.78.70 ; 21 145. 10 30.76 :114.34
• 1
: 70.80
2 A. : 1709.0
:




2 B. : 1806.2 390.82 1415. 39 78. 36 24: 159.15
:
35.36 ' 123.79: 70 . 90
3 A. . 2024.
3
.486. 58 1537 . 74 :75. 96 26 863.80
.
.208.14:.655.66 : 75.91





4 A. : 1925. 5 449 . 28
;
1476.23 : 7 6 . 6 7 ' 29 " 866.62 224.10 :642.10 : 7 4.09





135.83 :28.8 5 ]L06.9n0 , 7 8.77
972. 73 243. 50 723.23 ^'73»26 32 822,
7
.220.89 :601.81 : 73.15
6. ; 689 . 30 ,215. 30 47 4. 00 :68.77 33 178. 15 .42.9 4 :13.' .21 : 75.90
7 . ; 838.85 253.85 585.00 .:69,74:
8. ,1970.3 *: 464. 7 7 ,1505. 53 :76.40 :36 *.794.71 : 258. 7
4
: 535. 97 : 67.45
LO. ;1661.
5
: 462. 30 : 119 9. 20 :72.19
: 7 4 . 12
:37
:3n
:809.72 : 27 6. 35 : 533.37 ; 6 5.87
12, : 1058. : 273. 99 :784. 51 :803. 65 : 25 5. 28 : 548. 37 : 68.24
14. ;1009.9 •263.13 :746.77 :73.94 :39 :852.86 :258.84 : 59. 1. 02 : 69.65
16. 1040.6 :265.'a :774.89 :74.47 :4o": 589. 16 : 130. 30 14.51.86 : 76.68
















Teles. + : Loss ih
tube + sam ;
after 8 hifs.Wt. :
of
water.
1 A. •,50.7778 : 54.3305 : 3.r'527 ; 54.1470 : .1835 : 5.17
51.1942 '. 53. 762 2.5820 53.6407 : .1355 :
51.7277 5't.0912 2.3615 : 53.9620 .1292 5 . 47
: 51. 0699 : 54.7013 2.8314 : 54.5500 : .1509 :: 5.3:2
1 B. : 51.3855 : 53.67 20 : 2.206 5 : 53.5716 : :.1004 : 4.39
51. 942 •
*
53.0104 2.116;-; 53.716 5 .0919 : 4.49
,5tl.4669 : 54.7016 :. 2.2147 .54.6779 .1037 :: 4.68
: 51. 2319 .53.4548 ; 2. 22?, 9 53.3513 . .1015 : .4.65
—
2 A. : 50. 6158 : 52.8 57 : 2.2412 : 52.7246 . 1324 :: 5.91
.50.187 3 ; 52. 48 37 : 2.2964 . 52.3375 . .1462 : 6.35
:51.6838 '.53.9505 : 2.2667 : 53. 8135 : .13^''0 : 6.04
: 51. 5452 :54.1370 : 2.5818 :r3.9830
•
•
: .1540 : 5.96
2 B. : 51. 5330 .53.6572 : 2.1242 : 53. 4940 : .1632 : 7.68
: 51. 4279 ,53.8048 : 2.3769 : 5 3. 6242 : .1806 : 7.60
S0.7 5;2 : 52. 7 501 : 1.9959 : 53. 5974 : .1527 : 7.65
:50.6202 : 52. 8162 : 2.1960 :52.6466 : .169^> : 7.72
Continued on next pace.

Water and Fat
















' 34.99r;2 : 35.006 5 : .0113 : . 32 :
30.4533 : 38.4623 ' .009 ' .35 '
29.9G25 : 29.97 72 : .0147 : .62 :
40.6100 : 40.6172 : .0072 : .26 '




37. 9. '.52 : 37.9^r.g : .0157 : • 26 '
33.5990 :
2 A. : 37,8105 : 37.81-I-2 : .0042 : .19 :
33.7 481 : :")3.7522 : .0041 : .18 :
35.307 5 :35.5115 : .004 : .19 :
35.0921 : 35.097 5 : .0054 : .21 :
2 B. : 29.9625 :
•
•
35.6098 :35.5249 : .01.1 : .63 :




























5. :51.9629 :53.9986 : 2.0357 : 53.9023 : .0963 ; 4.73
:53,1644 .55.5858 2 . 4214 : 55.4741 : .1117 : 4.61
6. :50.7378 : 53.2857 2. 54'' 9 : 53.1371 : .1486 : 5.83
52.2190 : 54.7082 : 2.4892 : 54.5602 : .1480 : 5.95
7. : 50.G612 : 52.9211 : 2.2599 52.7 317 : .1894 : 8 . 27
50.804r. ; 57.0497 ; 2.2449 : 52.8620 : .1877 :: 0.36
20. 50.9468 52.6831 : ' 1.73^1 52.5291 : .1540 : 8.87
50. 46 2 52.97: 1 : 2.1249 . 52,7831 : ,ir,QO : 8.84
21. : 52. 2822 : 54.0664 : 2.58 42 : 54.6 534 : .2130 8.24
50.2700 .52.2761 ; 2.0061 ; 52.1130 : .1631 8.13
36. : 50. 9 468 :52.6902 : 1.74o4 : 52.5305 : .1597 : 9.16
.50.8 506 2.6 666 1.8160 : r 2. 5047 : .1.619 8,92
37, :50.2297 :51.9396 1.709f : 51.7771 : ,1625 :: 9,56
: 52 ,5106 :5'c.7838 :: 2.2732 :.54.5646 : .2192 : 9.64
30. :51.17ll : 53. 429 : 2.2489 : 52. 2157 : .2133 : 9 .49
















5. .27.4924 :27. 5004 .008 .39 :
: 37.049 5 .37.058 : •0085 : .35 ;
.—
'
: 51. 2191 ;.31.2279 . .0088 : .35
:








:32.1.18 ;.3;:. 1205 . .008'^ : .38 :
'.








:31.7944 ;• . 0288 : .. 112 :
—
42.5533 ":42. 57 55 . 0222 : .111
36. : 47. 31 40 :47.:-5179 . .0139 : .22
'.
: 42. 6314 : 42. 6363 : .0049 : .27
37. : 32. 9 .53 :32.986^ : .0033 : .19
•
•
:37 , 0187 : 37. 0234 : .0047 : . 20 ;
30. :32.8402 : 32. 8464 : .0062 : .27 ;


















Teles i- + : Loss ;
tube + sam. in




39. : 50.27 57 : 51.9924 . 1.7167 51.7908 .2016 : 11.74
: 49.7084 : 51.386 5 : 1.6781 : 51.1861 .2004 .: 11.94
40. : 49.94...1 . 51.4254 : 1.4843 51.2492 : .1762 : 11.87
: 50.8755 r2.il'76 1.2421 . 51.968 7 : .1489 : 11.99












:of fat. : of fat.
: 37.9102 : 37.9147 : .004r .036
: 38.7238 : 38.7302 : .0064 : . 057

























: J ) f
: ash
.






8.8519 : 2. 0569 18.9581 : .1072 :5.16
:8.109.5 : 6.1312 12. 0703 [6 .2308 :.0n96 :4.7Q
; 8.1570 : 1.7 358 io . 2428 : .08 58 :4.94





'9.7290 : 8.5491 : 1.37-19 in. 419.;























































: 9.0420 ':i.6700 :9.119'' ;.0777 :4.65



























3 A. : 6.97r,l 5.6150 1.3631
:
5.6803 . ' .0653 4.80
9.8413 7.8471 1.9942 7.9415 .0944 4.70
11.0279 : 9.0410 : 1.9869 9.1341 .0931 : 4.69
8 .97 06 7.1127 : 1.8 578 7.1991 .0864 4.65
3 B. 10.0002 8.3170 1.683 8.39 ^^2 : .0802 4.76




. .0885 : 4.88





1.8917 6.0264 : .0919 - 4.85
5. : 1.6625 -.2447 : .0631 : 3.79
8.425 5 : 6.4 -.79 1.9576 6.5474 : .0795 : 4.06
G . 9.4893 7.6892 ' 1.8001 7.7608 : .0716 3.98
9.20 50 : 7.4820 : 1.7230 : 7.5506
* •
: .0868 : 3.97
7. : 7.7360 : 6.1234 : 1.6076 : 6.1816
•
: .0532 3.30
: 9.3991 : 7.8610 : 1.52ra : 7.9101 : .0491 : 3.22
20. : 6.4455 : 7.9713 : 1.5258
: 1.4942
: 6.3170 .0-^15 4.60
: 8.3051 : 9.7V:):5 8.37 35 : .0684 : 4.57

IAsh















21. •6.5923 ; 7.7672 1.1749,• 6.6654. . .0731
;
6 .22
•6.4646 ' '^.4811 1.016 5" 6. 52^2 .0626
:
6.16










]7.1106 8.5160 1.4054 • 7.1613 .0507 3.61





8.0840 9.8612 1.777^ 0.1312
;
.047>i • 2.66
30. 8.0381 ' 10.4134 • 2,37.^9 0.1066
\
.0687 • 2.88

















































































9 . one . c . : 2.L . 3 ' 1/ .49.5 : . 00472H .0-fc90.. 1 . ' 1





10 " :2.60g . . 17.6 5 .493 ft . .04117 : 1.97
:10 :4 . l.^c . . :16.in ', . 493 f1 : .037 5f-> : 2.03
1 R. :10 " :4. lOc . c . :1 " .l.'^' ! .493 : .037C7 : 2. 1'".
:1.8722 :10 " :2.80c . . : 17.45 ; . 493 » : .04070 : 2.17
: 1.756 lOc" :3.70 :l-"..55 ; .493 n : .038 60 : 2.19
il.5823 :10 " :5.00c . c
.
1
:ir .25 1 .493 r» : .03522 : 2.22
2 A.
1
1.1597 :10 ^ :10.50 : 9.75 ! .49.) n : .02274 : 1.96
: 1.4005 :10 " : 8.90 11.35 1 .493 n : .02647 : 1.89 .




: .02496 : 1.91
11.4934 :10 " !8.15 12.10 ft : .0281^2 : 1.89
2 B. :1.3460 :10 " :10.55 :9.7n \ . 493 ff : .02262 : 1.68
: 1.6396
r
:10 " :9.05 :11.20 ; . 49.> ft : .02612 : 1.59
: 1.62:1. r362 :10 " :9.60 :10.6 5 : .493 : '* : .02484
: 1.4810 :10 " :10.20
! .4-13
n
































3 A. 2.5416 : 15 c.c: 11.65 : 18.621/2t .493 • .0047248: .04377
.
:1.80
1 . 7045 10c . 0. 6.80 : 13.45 .493 .0047248 .03137 1.84
:2.1970 : 10c . c
.
3.55 16.70 .493 .0047248
:
..03895 :1.77
1.8722 : lO^c . c 5.65 14.60 : ,493 ' .0047248 . .03404.:l,81
3 B. .1.5229 : 10c . c .
:





1.8746 10c . c . 5.25 : 1! .00 .493 : .0047248 :. 03498 :1.86
:2.2299 " 10c . c .
.
2.80 : 17.45 : .493 :. 0047248 :. 04070 :1.82
1. 5748 10c . c . : 7.50 12.75 . .493 :. 0047248 :. 02974 :1.8 1
5. •2.3475 :10c . c . 2.90 ; 20.65. ;: .425 .00473^6 :.0414 :1.76
.1.5508 . 10c . c io.;^o : 13.35 : .425 ' .0047376 :.0268 :1.73
6. : 1.6435 .'10c . c : 9.40 :_1^1_.15_ : .425 : .0047376 :.0284 :1.73
:1. 7693 :10c . c : 8.00 : 15.65 : .425 1.0047376 :.0314 :1.75
7. : 1.6376 '10c . c : 9.70 : 13.85 : .425 :10047376 : .0278 :1.70
: 1.4149 :10c . c
.
: 11.90 : 11.65 : .t2r :.004737G :.0234 :1.66
20. : 2. 2386 :10c . c : 9.45 : 14.10 : .425 : 10047 37
6
: .0283 :1.26









, 1 J £> C3 H .




i. {j V a » <
Xcid'
» J. clL» U I
r,. ' :
J. <XKf U I • *
V/t. of:
TT TT
2.4921. : 1.3195 ;10c . c
.
7.20 ' 16.35 .425 :. 0047376": .0328
1.4483 : 10c . c : 5.20 18.35 ' .425 ':. 0047376:. .0368 :2.55
36. ; 2.0678 :10c . c : 7.65 : 15.90 :: .4:^5 ':. 0047376: .0319 . 1.54
:1.4322 10c . c . ' 12.20 . 11.35 : .425 .:. 0047376 . .0 27 :1.58
37. i 1.8926 :10c . c 8.00 : 16.75 ' .425 : .,0047376 :.0336 :.1.78
:1.3V74
:.10c . c 12.40 11.15 : .425 :. 0047376 :.0223 :1.62
30. 1. 7606 :10c . c .
;
9.30 : 14.25 : .425 : .0047376 :. 0286 :1.62
:
1.8 580 : 7.5 : 3.35 14.30 : .425 :. 0047376 :.0287 :1.54
39. : 1.63^:3 :10c. c. 9.10 . 14.45 : .4:^-5 :. 0047376 :.0290 ':1.77












in air-dried substance of potato.
fTaiTiple : v;t . of '
No . : Sample : TTsed •required













1.6711 10c. c.: 11.45 8.80 .493 : .0047248: J. • (^O
1.39:50 10c . c
.
13.70 ' 6.55 : .493 : .0047248.• . u J. oo <^ • 1 in± . -LU
. 1. 7980 10c . c 10.80 : 9.45 : .493 .0047248: n O O O A 1 ooX. .
1.72R0 : 10c . c 11.55 : 8.70 .493 • .0047 248 > . U <o I j' <o r . ± * X 1
1 B. :2.1071 . 10c . c 11.40 8.8 5 .493 : .0047248 • . y.l <5U D D > . y c>
: 1.6791 10c . c 13.40 ' 6.85 : .493 : .0047248 • . u ± D y . ) . y
: 1.9103 : 10c . c . : 11.90 . 8.30 .493 : .0047248 • . u± y <o V
.
• 1 m
:2.0391 : 10c . c . : la.io : 8.15 . .403 : .0047248 ' mom*
2 A. ' 1.8:) 78 : 10c . c . : 13.45 : 6.80 .493 : .0047248 > . yy
2.0470 10c . c ' 12.00 : 8.25 .493 : .0047248 m no A Q A
•
:l.589r^ . 10c . c : 13.15 : 7.10 .403 : .0047248 • m A "• . U J.O <
: 1.3448 : 10c . G. : 13.85 : 6 . 40 • .493 : .0047248 > . u J. -i yo <' 1 11« J. . ± J.
2 B. : 1. 4009 : 10c . c : 14.25 : 6 . 00 ' .493 : .0047248 • . 1 ' jLoy • . y y
1
: 1. 5330 : 10c . c . : 13.10 : 7.15 ; .493 : .0047248.« . UX O ' o < 1 no
: 1.6094 : 10c . c : 13.10 : 7.15 .493 : .0047248 • 1 n /I





ai'--di'ied substance of potato.
:v;f. "of"
i. . .



















5. ;2.104o :10c . c
.
: 12.25 : 11.30 : .425 :. 004376 Q Q V <' 1 DP.
1.7937 10c : .c. : .425 -.004376
6. : 1.8303 :10c . c : 16.60 . 6.95 : .425 : .004737 6 . AT. . U J..^ . * 7 A
:1.8218 :10c . c : 16.30
• 16.40
: 7.25 : .425 :. 0047276 . • U ± 'i .
-
• 7
7. :1.73;;9 :10c . c . 7.15 : .425 :.00473V6 . . a <i
:1.3968 :10c . c :
:
• 17.65 : 6.00 : .425 :. 0047 37
6
' Cii on <
. . UJ./OU .' Q A
20. :1.4106 :10c. c. . 19.10 4.45 : .425 :. 0047 37 . • ' ' u c) y . .00
: 1.4335 10c. c. . 18.95 : 4.60 : .425 :^,0047376 n r» Q
1
> A 1
21. •1.1874 .10c . c : 15.90 : 7.65 : .425 .. . 004737 6 :.0153
:1.20i: :10c . c : 15.85 < 7.70 : .425 : . 004737 6 . . 'J J..)4 n n.00
36. :1.8241 '10c , c . : 16.60 : 6.95 : .42 5 :. 004737 6.• n 1 <> '7 C
.1.9 43 5" ; 10c . c . 16.10 7.45 : .425 : .0047 376
. . Ul't.) .> 1 A. . '
37. : 2.0607 : 10 . c , c. 16.35 ; 7.20 . 425 -.004^37 6 . . Ui. Hi ,' 7 C\
: 1.4352 •:10c . c : 18.10 : 5 . 45 : .425 :. 6647376 A T A n < n A
38. .1.8406 :10c . c : 16.45 : 7.10 : .425 ; .0047376 > A n ,1 ^ <. » 1 1
:
'!



















fiTn 3*' sol. " : Ac*i d















: 6.20 : .425 .. .0047376.,. .0124 : .83
: 1.5305.:10c . G
,
; 17.15;. ; 6.40 . .425 »i It : . 0128 : .84
40. : 1 . 2030 :10c. c.: 17.^^0 : 5.85 : .425 :. 0047376 :.0117 : .97
: 1.7248 lOc . G
.








in air-drie«l substance of potato.
Sample :Wt . o f
lie. : Sample
'. Ac i d
lUsed
: ilH^ s 1
«
: re qui red
















:10c. c. : 11.45 : 0.00 :: .493 :.02953 : .1283 : 7.67
:1.39o0 :10c . c
.
: 13.70 : 6.55 : .493 : .02953 :.09r5 :6.86
:l.v9oo :10c . c : 10.30 : ^.45 : .493 :.02953 :.137 7 :7.65
11.7280 :10o. : 11.55 : 8.70 : .493 :. 02953
•
:.1268 :7.34





:1.6791 ; 10c . c : 13.40 : G.05 .. .493 : .02953 :.0997 :5.94
:1.910o :10c . c .
'
: 11.90 : 8.30 : .493 : .02953 :.110 6 :6.31
•2.0091 :10c . c : 12.10 : 8.15 : .493 : .02953 :. 1108 :5.82
2 A. :1.5970 .:10c. c. : 13. 4
r
: 6.80 •' .493 : .02953 :.0991 .6.20
:2.0470
. 10c . c
;
1,:.00 ' 8.25 : .493 : .02953 :.1203 .5.87
:1. 5095 .10c . c : 13.15 : 7.10 : ..493 : .02953 : .1035 : 6.51
:1.3''48
; 10c. c. : 13.05 : 6 . 40 • .493 :. 029 53 :.0933 : 6.94
2 B. : l.-ino9 : 10c . c 14.25 6.00 : .493 . .029 53 : .087 5 : 6.20
1.5:^0 : 10c. c.
•
13.10 7.15 : .493 :.02953 : .1048 : 6.81









:.1048 : 6. 50























5. ; 2.1043 . 10c . c
.
: 12.25 11.30 :.42 5 . ,02961 : .1419 : 6.74
1.7937
1.8303
:10c . c . . . 425 : .02961
.6. :10c . c : 16.60 : : 6.95 : .425 . .02961
'
.0869 : 4.76
l.r,21R ; lOcr. c : l'-..30 : 7.25 : .425 .02961 .0906 : 4.97
7. 1. 7339 :10c . c : 16.40 7.15 : .425 •'.02961 : .0894 :5.15
1.3968 '10c . c : 17.6 5
• 19.10 .
: 6. on : .425 :. 029 61 ..07 50 :5.37
20. ; 1.4106 :,10c . c . ' : 4.45 . .425 : .029 61 :.0556 .3.94
1.4355 10c . c : 16.9 5 : 4.60 : .425 ..02961. ..057 5 :4.01
21. : 1.1874 :10c . c : ir.90 ' 7.65 : .42 5 :. 02961 : . 0656 . . 53
'1.2015 :10c . c : 15.8 5 : 7.70 : .42 5 :. 02961 :.0663 :5.52
36
.
1.8241 :10c . c : 16.60 . '', 6.05 : .425 :. 02961 '.0869 :4.75
: 1.9425 :10c . c : 16.10 : 7.45 : .425 :. 02961 : .0937 :4.79
3". '2.0607 : 10c . c : In. 35 : 7.20 : .42 5 :.02961 : .0900 : 4.38
: 1.4352 :10c . c : 18.10 : 5.45 : .42 5 :..02961 :.0681 ':4.75
38. : 1.8406 :10c . c : 16.45 :: 7.10 .425 • .02961 .0888 : 4.S1
:i.7726 :iOc. c. : l'..e5 : 6.90 : .4;: 5 :. 029 6-1 : .0851 :4.87

Protean






















39. : 1.49 50 :10c . c
.
: 17.35 6.20 .425 . .02961 : .0763 5.19
.1.5305 .10c .c : 17.15 . n.40 .425 : .02961 : .0800 5.25




: 17.7 5.85 :..425 : .02961 : .0731: 6.07




in ai^'-flried substance of potato.
Sample
No. i
;Av. f^ of total IT. :Av. of Album 11. : Av. f^ of IT. as amides^
1 A. : 1.99 : 1.18 :\ .81
1 B. 2.19 .97 . 1 , 22
2 A.
.\ 1.91 : 1.08 : . .8; ->
2 B. 1.63' : 1.13 : ; 50
5. ; 1.75 1.08 : .67
6. 1.74 .70 : .96
7.
: 1.68 .84 .84
20. : .1.25 .64 : .61
21. : 2.52 : .no : 1.64
36. : 1.56 : .76 : .no
37.
: 1.70 .73 : .97
38. : 1 . 50 .70 1 .80
39. : 1.74 :: .84 : .90







































1 A. : 2. 9131: 500c .c
.
:25c . . .n.3140: 8.6073 .2933.. . 2.341
.
2.1878 . 7 5.11
25c . c . ;: 3. 8501: ^.1527 : . 3026 : .2415 .2.24M ; 7 7.07
1 B. : 2.9058
:








: 3 C #0 • :6 .8163 .7.1159 : .3190 :.2550 :2.3745
i
79.24
25c .c . .076 5 7.3966 : .3201 : .2555 :2.3792
:
79.43
I : :25c . c 7.2304. 7. 5518 : .321.t : .2565;: 2. 3841 79.71
2 A. 2. 827 4
•
:500c . c .25c . c 6.4r41:: 6. 7450 : .2909 : .2320 :2.1568 :76.28
.25c . c "'-.2260: 7. 5189 : .2929 : .2337 :2.1790; 77.07
1
2 B. •:2.6609':500c . c '25c . c . :9.0394;•9.3124 : .2178 :2.0160 :7.'".76
:25c . c . : 7. 840 5: 8.1146 : .27 41 : .218 7 : 2. 0250 .76.10
5. ' 2.84ir);.500c . c . : 25c . G .
1 •
» •
: 7. 4322.:7.7372 : .3050 : .2434 :2.2627 :79.65
! : :25c . c :8.1181 : 8. 4200 : .3019 : . 2409 : 2. 2395 :78.44
6. :2.363|b : 500c . c . :25c . c . :7.6274 :7 .8732 : .2458 : .1961 :1.8099 .76.41
:25c . c : 7. 1220;: 7. 3640 :.2420 : .1931 :1.7811
;
7 5.20
7. : 2. 6842 :5noc .c ;25c . c :7.7697 : 8. 017
5
: . 247 f, : .197 7 : 1.8243 67 , 9V.























: s 1 vier rr used.
:Wt. of
. c ru c .






















:500c .c . : 25c . c
.
6.163 5 : 6. 39 94: .2309: .1643 .1.6983 :77 .28




•25c .c : 5. 6098
;
5.7909 :.1811':.1445 :1.3257 f - .83
2rc .c :8.3198 : .117 5 . .1417 :1.;^969 55.60
36. 2.5811
';
:500c . c . : 25c . c .
:
.6259 : 7. 8777 : .2524 : .2014 .1.8603 :72.08
25c. c. 5.7 028 .5.9562.. . 2534
'
. .2022 :1.8684 72.38
37. : 1.7 563 :500c.c. 25c . c .7.7056 :7.87h5 :.1709 :.in64 : 1.2510 :71.19
r- —
:25c . c 8.0392 :8.2107 : .1715 ' .1369 : 1.25 55 71.45
38. : 1.8 570 :5noc .c '25c .c .7.3603
: 7. 4042
: 7. 5452










39. : 2. 79 55 :500c . c :25c . c : 6. 74X2 :7.0104 : .2682 :.2140":1.9800 73.15
:25c . c :9 . 2876 : 9. 556 7 : .2691 : .2147 : 1.987; I :73. 59
40. 1.8401 :500c. c. :25c . c .6.5869 :6.7600 : .1731 :.1381 1.2663 .68.82
:25c .c : 6. 6 40
5









Oalcul.'i.te'-l to fresh siibstarce.M ^ jt M
ijT of : of
:Proteia Ash





1 A. •79.01 :1.70 : 1.13 16.77 : .061 :.. .27 .18 . 42
,













































78.68 •1.39 : 1.14 • 17.31
- - —
—











1 . •t( 5 1.11 : .04 : .24 : . 43
i
'










: 16.39 .122 : .21 •.12 : .36
]
























































1.06 : : .47
6, :70.61 ; 1 . 49 : 1.25 • 23.86 . 11 : .24 : . 30 : . 54
:
i
1.-S4 • 1.25 : 23.49 : .09 .25 : :55
7, ;.73.26 ..;, 1.56 1 .01 : 20. 57 : .11
•
•
: .25 ; .25 1 .51
1. 63 .99 20.37 . 11 : .26 : : .49 i




. : .98 1 6 . 42 .14 . : .26
:
21, :80.54 1. 17 1.32 ;: 12.05 : .27 : .19 : .33 : . 53
1
.
1.17 1.30 : 11.78 . . 27 : .19 : . 54 i
1




1.56 1.18 : 23.64 : . 08 : .25 : ': .51'
37. :69.15 : : 1 . 49 .93 : 24.24 : . 06 : ,2't : .32 : . 59 i
•
i
: 1.62 ': . 90 : 24.34 : . 06 : . 26 : .56
. li
30. : 7 1.20 : 1.53 : .91 : 23.36 : . 07 : .2-; .2r, : . 49
j






















39. : 73.24 : 1.58 .92 : 23.82 : .25 . .28 .52
'. 1.59
"
.94 : 25.9o .11 .25
— —
. .54
40. •79.38 : 1.42 : .79 : 16.11 : .10' : .25 : .19 : .42
1.37 - .79





Complete Analysi.s of Potatoen.




















li 1 1 r Ot^en .
||
79.40 : .30 : 1^30 :








7.75 : 5.22 : • .25 : 1.23 : 2.14





















.25 1.06 2 . 28 ;
•6.10 ;83.49 ' .97 2.32
2 A. :6.53 : 5.34 :81.18 : .18 : 1.05.
—~'
: 2.09





: .18 : 1.11 : 2.03
:7.31 : 5.22 .20 : 1.18
*: 2 . 01
2 B. •6.71 : 5.04 :82.04 : 1.07 ; : 1.82
:7.38 : 5.15 :82.41 : .58 : 1.18 : .64 : 1.72
:7 .04 : 5.04 : .85 : 1.13 : 1.75
:7.00 : 5.1G I . 6
'
: 1.14 : 1.74

Complete Analysis of sub stance of potato.





























6. : 5.06 : 4.23 :81.20 : .37 : .81. : 1.84
:5.27 :79.91 :. .31 : .84 . 1.02 : 1.86
7. : 5.62 : 3.60 :7.i.i4 : .10 : .90
~ „_
: 1.85
:5.84 3. 52 r'3.4n : .41 : .94 : .92 : 1.81
20.
:
4.32 : 5.00 :84.79 : .35 : . 69 : 1 . 38
•4.40
.
4.97 :03.89 : .70 : .66 : 1.35
21. : 6.02 : 6.77 '61.8 :1.21 : .96 : 2.71
•6.01 6.70 :60.55 : 1 . 20' : .96 : 2. 78
36 . i. 5
.
22 : 4.11 :79.24 : .24 : .84 ; 1.69




: 3.02 :78.57 : .22 : .77 : 1.96
.5.24 2.93 :7y.86 : .2*3 : .04 .1.06 : 1.79
30. : 5.32 : 3.18 01.22 . . 31 : .05 1.79





of air-dried siibstanco^ of the potuto.















39. : 5.89 ; 3.41 : 02.97 : .29 ; .94 : 2.01
:5.9o : 3..-50 : 83.4 : .41 • .95 . 1.02 1.93
40. :6.89 : 3.85 : 70.14 : .55 : 1.22 :^.04
:6.62 : 3 . 8 G : 7;;. 69 : 1.18 : .8^ :2.14

Total Rolidr,









:Arat. of lYfeight :











3 A. :2024.32 :2000 :
•
•
250c. c. :45.2074 :45.5906 : .3832 ; .152
:2000 :250c. c. :40.6645 : 41. 0470 : .3825 : .151
3 B. ; 1969.14 .2000 :250c . c
.
: 44. 4306 : 44. 5811 : .1505 : .0610
2oao : 250c. c.
250c . c.
: 44. 6052 : 44. 7951 .1539 : .0626
4 A. .!l925.51 .2000 :44.59^\3 :44.7083 : .110 ' .046
___—. ! —
:2000 250c . c. : 44. 4191 : -4.5249 : .105C : .044
4 B. : 1933.23 .2000 : 250c. c. 44.5973 : 44.7154 : .1184 : .049
:2000 .250c. c. : 44. 5191 : •14.5363 . .1172 : .049
9. :!l970.3 :2000 250c. c. :44.4102 :44. 5315 .1213 : .049
.2000
, 250c. c. • 40.6290 : 40.7 503 . .1213 '; .049
11. : 1661.5 ' 2000 : 250c. c. . 44.5930 '4.6900 : .0970 : .04?
2000 • 250c .c. 44.4102 44.5040 .0938 .0457.






:44.6844 :44.7396 • .0552 .0416
15 •1009.9
: 4O.6260 :40,6751 .0491 : . 0380



























17 • 11040.6 : c\ r\ f\ f\2000 250c. c. : .1/1 ' O C f > 444. 8 52 ; 4-1: .7480 ,0628 ! .0600
<^ f\r\r\ » O C « — .:2o0c , c. 1 >1 ^ A T A 144.4039 ; 44 . 46 .0616 ; A C O A
19 • :10J^3.
5
2100 (~\ r\ r\ ^ ^ t2i>0c.c. ; 44 . 5810 :44 . 6192 : .0382 . 0391
2100 200 : 44. 4039 : 44. 4417 : .0378 ; . 038 /
:9b0.
1
:2100 200 ^4.4002 :44 . 1276 : .7274 : .795
,c,X.\)\) 200 A
A
15.167 5 ,45 • 8951 : . /216 rr o
ondo . ; o o o . o 200 45.167 5 .AC, o T A /I:4o .8104 : . 6429 > "7
200 A14.4002 , A p, A /I O A • "7 n "7
OX • ,> n A A o>, o o o • o 200c. c. : 44.397 3 A K A /I /I A . o 4 o / . . / o 4
O T AA 200 45.:ir90 : 4 . o u '1 . .6481 . 80
34. .2100 :200c . c. 45.1520 : 45. 8 648 : .7128 : .909






























12000 :250g.c. :40.6645 40.7813 : .1178 : .0465
3 B. .19-^9.14 :2000 :2ro O.c. :44.4306 : 44. 503:^ : .0726 : .031
:2000 :250c. 0. :44.6052 : 44. 6761 : .0709 : .029
4 A. 1925.51 :2000 250 :'.^4. 5973 .40.6744 :. 0^771 : .032
2000 2. Oc . c
.
:44.4191 :.I-4. 5082 : .0891 : .037
4 b. :1933.23 ;2000 :250c .0. 44.59 7 3 :44.^'542 : .0569 : .0237
2000 'r:50c.c. 4.4191 44.4785 . .0592 : .0242
9. 19-70.30 ' 2000 250C.C. 44.4102 44. 4359 : .0257 : .0105
:2000 :250c. c. " 4o . G;^.90 40.6551 : .0261 : .0107
11 :16G1.50 .2000 :250c . c :44.5930 '44.6098 .0168 : .0078
:2000 :2500.0. :44.4102 .44.4265 .: .0163 : .0076
13. : 105B.50 2000 :250c .c. :45.1688 : 45.1821 .0133 : .010
:2000 :250c. c. :44.6844 : 44. 698 5 : .0141 : .011
15. :i009.90 •2000 :250c .c. :40 . 6 2G :40.6402 : .0142 : .014






















17 . 1U4U.0() I 2000c .
c
*
5250c. c. : 44»oor)/i . 44 . I KJKjd • U14o
:2000 :250c . c
.
> A A /I A "Z n
: 44. 4Uoy
• <
< A A A '\ n ~\
, 44 . 41 '
1
A T O ^
2000 :200c . c A A f^n 1 A 44 • oyuo AAQ ' AAQ. . uuy .)
o r\




, y D U • -LU ,/ilUU •t't . 4UU<i •AA R^07 . X o y
.
17"^
» X 1 o
<iUUC . c : .1571 : .171
A A > ^ n l<il()0 :200c . c . : A/1 Anno4'i . 4UU<; • A /L R Am.44 . OOU± . ±Ovx) . . X o O
:2ioo :200c . c yl T A 7 r;, 4 O • ± O f O , 40 . 0<iD-: • 1 A70 • T P A. luu
ox . I O oO . :2100 •
•





: .173:2100 :200c. c :45.1590 :45.3B3G
34. : 022.70 :2100 :.200c . c : 44. 3940 •44.5472 : .1520 : .195


































3 A. :2024.3S52000 :100 :10c .c
.
:14.5 :5.75 :.493 : .0047248 :. 01341 :.0132
:2000 :100 :10c . c .
•





:14.60 5.6 5 :.493 tf :. 01318 :.0130
:2000 :10c • c
•
:15.40 4.H5 :.493 n : .01131 :.0110








:.493 ..004'^248 : .00945
•
.0098
y .0097•2000 :.493 •I : .00922
JOOO :100 :10c . c
•
.l''.803.45 : . 49 3 n It : .00805 : .0083
:2000 :100 :10c . c :16.70 3.55 : . 49 3 : .00838 :.0006
i
1
4 A. .1925.'}/ :2000 :3.00 :10c.c. :l.-.25 5.00 :.493 . .004^7248 :. 01166 :.012
:20''^0 :100 :10c . c :15.6(5 4.65 : . 49 3 ..0047248 :. 01085 :.0112
:2000 •100 :10c . c •15.4f
•




:2000 .100 .10c . c :ir .5 : 4.7 5 :.49 3 II ti :. 01108 :.0il4
4 R. :193;5.2 :2000 .100.• lOcc, :i6.4f} 3.05 :.493 :. 0047248 :. 00888 :.0091





:2000 :ioo :iOOc.c.;ia»4 : 3.85 .493 .00-17248 .00883 .0091





































. 6 •2.65 . OO-172-iO : . 00572 : . 0059
'2000
\ f^\J \J\J 1 100 : 1 c . c ; 1 7 . P. • 4Q • o A 7 P An • . 0061" •-00 6
11. :lf*J ;1- 5 '2000 :100 lOc . c 17 . 70 . 4^ • - 0047 2-tn • . 00 59 • • V/ W ^
•2000 100 .10c . c 17 AO • P 6 • 4Q * * \J *± ' fJ *x<.) • OOAIO •-0071
( A. t J C J « t J 1 rf^yW W :100 10c . c • A.9 • nOAV'^'' A '» » uvj-± ro ' D <' nm p
•
:100 10c. . • 'in • /PR ' nm 7
J. • J • ^ ODQlUvJr' . V :100 10 c. c . <^O . J. • • AP ^1 • II • nm A
2000 ' 100 ,10c . c
'
. 't . . .
;
• ?i
1 7 100 10c . c AP • 11 • • v' U J. (
.





lOc . c AP I"; • fi . 001 P • nnp
19. :1023. f)
;
2100 ' 2 . lOc . c 22 . 55 1 00 42 ^ • ft OOP • 00P07
2100 ' r\ r\ t*oo
:
10c . c ; AS' '"i II < nm Q • nm Q7
25, . 9G0,1 2100 ' 4<UU . J.UC • c . 5 ri •17 7 ' • II . 0'^A7
2100 200 10c. c 5 . 50 10 , 05
:





. . C- 't
'
. 0.t91




9. ''.5 : 14,10: .425"> n .0n04 : .0:535
2100 200: 10c . c
:
































:866.62 :2100 :200 :10c . c
;
9.65 :13.90 :.425 :. 0047 3''
6
:.O055 ' .0314
: :2100 :200 :10c . c
.
:8.10 :15.45 :.425 :. 0047376 :.0311 :.03.-6
34. •
• <
8. 2.70 :2100 200 :10c. c. :u.75 16.80 :.425 ..0047376 :.0338 . . 0433
* « <
> • <




































3 a. : 2024,522000 : 100 loC>c : 17.5 : 2.95 : , 493 . O0472'i( . : . 000.00
:
. OObo
2000 : 100 10c. c 17 . 20
:





2100 : 100 : 10c. c : 17 . 00 : 3.25 : . 49 : ff • r\ r\ V f > f J •
•
200Q: 100 : 10c. c :
« •
• 493 : • (.104 1 d'lo . . •
3 B. : 1969. 1'i:2000 : 100
:





100 10c . c : 17. 50
:
2 . ' 5 : . 49 . )
:
II t nor, n • n n A ^
» U U (.)
j




10c. c 18. 50
.
1 . 8 5 : . 493 1 ff * . 004oi
:
r\r\ "i A
4 a. : 19 2 5. 51 :2000 :100 :10c.c il^. 60 : 2 . 6 5 : . 4'^ 3 : . ()047240 : . noblfi
.
. (.) U 4 n
:;2000 :100 :10c.
c
:17. 70 : 2 . 5 5 : . 493 . 0059 . ' • { 'UO<^ i
!





:2000 :100 :10c. :17 .00 :2.45 : . 493 • tl • , 00572
:
.4 b. :19:63.2,52000 :100 :10c. :17 . 50 : 2 . 7 5 : . 49 3 : . 0047248
:
• 0064 1 • 5 4
• o r>r\r\





:17.70 *2.r5 \ .49 3 : .0047248 .00 59 5 :. 005 9f!
1
. 1







































:2000 :100 10c . c
.
18.05 •2.20 • 493 .0047248 .00513 . 00523











2.15 .493 ; .004 72-;8 : .00502 : .00612
:















:2000 :100 :10c. c :23.3 5
'
: .20 :.425 n :.0004 :. 00076
1/3.
1 :
io09.9 :2000 :100 :10c. c :;^3.40 : .15 . .425 :.004?1376 :.0003 :. 00069
.2000 ioo :10c. :23.40 : .15 ..425 . .0003 :. 00059
17. ;1040. 6 2000 •100 :10c , c 23.40 : .15 :.425 :.0047376 ;.ono3 :. 00057
;^ooo :1'
"
.10c. c 23.40 : .15 . 42 5 > fi :.0003 :. 0;;057
19. : 9 e.l 2100 200
'
.10c. C: :23.30 • .25 :. 42 5 . II .0005 :. 00053
2100 200
'
10c. c :23 . 30 : .25 ::. 42r- It ".^005 :. 00053.
25. ^^'j3.8 :2100 200 :10c. c :22 . 7 5 : .80 :. 425 It < .0016 :.0018
>




: 866.62s2100 200 •1^ CJ.C 22.7 5 : .80 .425 '.0047 37': .0016 :.0019
: -2100 1200
• •










































3 A. :2024.32 :2000 :100 :10c.o :17.30 :2.95 :.493 : .02953 :.0430 : .0428
II




:2000 :100 :10c.c :17.00 :3.25 :.493 :.02953 :.0473 • .0470
-







:10c .c :17.60 :2.65 :.493 : .02953 :.038^. ': .039




:10.40 :1.85 :.493 ..02953 :.025l :.0255
,2000:.100 :10c. :18.50 •1.7 5 ..493 :.02953 :.0269 :.0274
' 4 A. "
i
:
: 1925. 51 :200o'100 :10c. •17.60 :2.65 :.493 •.02955 .0386 : .0405
:2000 ilOO :10c. 17.70 :2. 55 :.493 :. 02953 .0372 :.0390
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1953.23: 2000 :lOc . c " 17 . 50 2.75 . .493 ..029 53 : .0401 : .042
2000. 100 10c. c
:
1V.20
.3.05 :.493 ..029 53 : .0445 : .0465
> «2000" 100 :iOc . c 1 .70. 2. 55 ..493 . 029 53
:
.0372 : .039








































100 : 10c. c : 18.05: 2. 20:. 493: .02953: .0321 : .03;32
J
2000 : 100 : 10c .c : 17.90 : 2. 35:. 493: .02953 .0343 : .0334
11. : 1661.50 : 2000 : 100 : 10c . c : 18.10
:
2. 15:. 493: .029 53
:
.0313 : .037 5
2000: 100 : 10c . c : 17.90 2. 35:. 493: .02953 .0343 : .0412
!i
13. : 1058. ro: 2000: 100 : 10c . c
:
23. 50 : .05:. 493: .02953
:
.0006 : .0012
2000: 100 : 10c. c : 23.35: .20:. 493: .029 53 .0025 : .0047
15. : 1009.90; 2000 : 100 : 10c. c
:
23.40 .15:. 493: .02953
:
.0019 : .00376
:2000: 100 : 10c . c ; 23.40. .15:. 493' .02953 :..0019 : .00376
17. : 1040. 60 :2000':100 .10c .
c
:23.40 : .15:. 493 :.02953 :.0019 :.0036
:2000 :100 :10c.
G
:;^3.40 : .15:. 493 :. 02953 -.0019 : .0036
19. :1023.50 :2100 :100 :10c .c :23.20 : .25:. 493 :.02953 : .0031 : .0030
• •
2100 :100 :10c .c :23.30 : .25:. 493
• •
«
:.02953 :.0031 : .0030
25. : 960.10 :2100 :100 :10c .c :;:2.75 : .80:. 493
• •
• •
:.02953 :.010 : .0109








: .02953 :.0087 : .0096
2R. : 863.80 •2100 :100 :10c .c :22.7 5
• •
: .80:. 493 :. 02953 : .010 -.0120
:2100 :100 :10c .c :22.80 : .75:. 493 :. 02953 :.0094 :.0113
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13. : J2000 • 100c . c • 8.3519
:












6.7 403 6 .7881 : .0478
'
.0382 .0736
15. : 1009 • 9
,
2000 ' 100c . c : 5.7034*:
»
5 . 7 49 1 .0457 . . 0365 .0i48
.
. 0107 . 021
2000 100c . c
:




. : 1040 .
6
'2000 : 100c . c 6. 6303 .6 .6916
.
..0538 :.0426 .0236 : . 0095 . 018
^ W v_/ W < 1 Oc • c 5. 9063 5.9434 :.037I : . 0296 . 0218
19. » X \^ 4 J • kJ 4 200c . c : 6.9228 6 . 9708 ..0480 : . 0380 : . 0094 ' 1 6 • . 01"^
200c • 7 . 0767
;
7 . 1161 :.0394 1.0312
'
: . 0051 • . 014
25. ; Q A n TO 200g . :8 . 0943 8 . 6898 : . 5945 : . 4745 : . iros • - 1 59
• p 1 nn ' 200c . :8 . 0443 :8 . 6483 : . 6040 : . 4820 : . 1849
28. • Pi nn 200c . :8 . 4552
'
;9 . 0528 : . 5976 : . 4760 ; • 1251 » • X <J ^ • . 19 5




31. :86G.62 :2100 200c . :8. 4699 :9.0743 : . 6043 : . 4822
:2100::200c. :6.0324 16.6225 :.5901 :.4703 :.1537 : . 1
5
'] :.18
34. :822.70 :2100 :200c.c : 7. 6914 :8.2962.;.6048 :.4826









in liquid ^fter cookin-^ potatoes.
w t • 01":
sample :






t . 01 :
crucible
:
Cru c 1 D JTe :
+ OuG. :
V/ L . 01
CuO. :
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OilwU
.
9. : 1970.30 : 2000 : 100c. c. : 7.2373 : 7.2916 : .0543 : . 0434
i
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r—- * - — — — — — a
100c. c. ' 6.0314 : 6.113' .0813 : .0650






: 6.0320 :6.0505 . .018 5 : .0148
11 ' 1
li -
:2000 :100c. c. 7.4330 •7.4550 : .0 20 : .0176
17. :1040.60 •2000 :100c. c.
.
8 . 3 r 42 :8.3838 : .0296 : .0236
:2000
<
:100c. c. 51.8409 : 7.868a : .0273 • .0218
j
19. :1023. ro •2100 :200c. c. :6.7930 :6.8052 : .0120 : .0094
•2100 :100c . c. •6.4549 :6.4614 : .0065 : .0651
' 25. : 960.10 :2100 :200c. c. :6.0326 :6.2216 : .18 90 : .1508
1
"
•2100 :200c. c. •7.6286 :7.8603 : .2317 : .1849
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. .156231. :8 .2 :2100 :200c. G. :6.6436 : 6. 8392 : .1956
:2100 : 200c. c. 7. 6939 :7 .8854 .1895 : .1512
34
.
:8;^,2.7 :2100 .200c. c. •7.7663 :7 .9892 .2229 : .1779




of liquid after cooking potatoes.
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Complete Analysis of liqii.id after cook in;"; potatoes.















17. : .0600 : .014n: .0023 .:00057 : .0036 : .018
^
: .0589 : .0126 : .0023 ;:00057 .0656 .0017
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.171 : .0391 :.ooio • .ooae : . .035
\
28. : .782 • .108 : .0335 :.0016 5 • .Ol^^O
[ —
: .195
.707 : .186 : .0353 :.0019 .0113 • .029
],
31. ; .704 ' .10 : .0314 : .00109 : .0119 : .10
: .705 .17 3 : .03'')*j :.^'0ir,5 : .0103 : .029
34. : .909 : .195 : .0433 :. 00218 : .0136 : .10




A Plant Analysis of the Potato.
After the completion of the work upon the effects of cooking on
potatoes, a plant analysis was -'nder taken.
Deteminat ions of llitrogen in its various forms, fat, ash, and
starch in potatoes are ver:^ mime j-^ us but the fiel*-! of the prox imate
plant analysis is almost unt ouchei.
The raethcl used in this investigation was based upon the method
outlined by Parsons and pu.blished fi'^st in 1880 and also found in
Prescott's Orf-anic Analysis. This outline was slightly chan/^ed and i
extended in a fev/ particulars. The method in detail is given below.
Preparat ion o_f Sample.
A samrjle of good Burbaiik potatoes was thoroughly cleaned.
An accuT'ately v/eighe<l amount v/as sliced finely, d'-ied in an oven un-
til b'-itt.le and hen weighed ag;.in. The loss is water. This air-
drie ( sample is finely g>-ound and prese rved in a ITason jar.
j
The first analysis v/as cornplete in the main points but tlie de- '}
tails of sepa -ation were not performed. In the second analysis only
the alcohol and wate^- extracts were investigate ! in as detailed
a manner' as possible in the time.
Moisture
.
A sample of 10 to 20 grams of the air-dried substance wi-.s weigh-
ed out in an extraction tube and heated in a cui-rt-nt of hydrogen for
eij^ht hours at 103° to 105° 6. The loss in weight represents wate*-.
BEITZECT EXTRACT.
A sample of ten to twent;^ grams was extracted six hours in a Sox
hlet extraction tube, the substance beinj; placed in a glass having a
hardened filter paper firmly wired to the lower end. This tube is

placed within a similar one thereby makin£; it cilnost inpo: sible for
any solid particles to pass throu;:h into the extraction fl.Hsk belo\7.
Total Benzene Extract- After coraplete extraction t^ie benzene
solution T/as evapo>"ated, v/eij^hed and recorded as total benzene ex-
tract « This extraction may contain: 1. volatile '-^ils, 2. resins,
3. camphors, 4. volatile or non volatile organic acjds, 5. vrux, 6.
solid fats, 7. fixed oils, 8. lecithin, 9. chlorophyl, 10. other
colors, 11, volatile or fixed alkaloids, 12, {^lucosides, hut alnost
no ash.
Volatile mat t er - To the v/ei^jh^-d ex ract 15-20c.c. water was
added and ^.^jain evaporated on the wate-^ bath. Jt Wc-.s dried in an
air bath at 104 - lOS^C. for one hour, wei^ihed, heated a<^ain for '
fifteen minutes and wei;hed repeatin^^ thus until weij^ht v/as constant.
In absence of other vaporizable matter the loss of weight a^jproxi-
mates the volatile oils.
Soluble in Wate >"- The residue was then treated witli 15-25C.C.
of warm water, allowed to stand unt '1 cool and filtered. It was
then washed well with cool water, the filtrate diluted to 100c. c.
and divided into two equal parts. 7n one half of the aqueous extract
the orjj;anic matter and ash was determined and the remaining part
tested with special reagents foi' alkaloids, glucosides and orj:anic
acils.
Soluble in di lute hydrochloric ac id- The rer.ldue remaining
i
was next removed by redlssolvinj' fro the f Iter with benzene, then
j|
evaporated, dried in the o^^'en and wei/^hed. The residue thus obtain-
ed was treated with warm very dilute hydrochloric acid (about 1/25




acid, if any, to be de.^.i'ierl by v/e ij_;;hin.- the still undissolved res-
idue. The acid filt''Hte was tested for alkaloids with Meyer's re-
agent and for glycosides with Pehling*s solution after boiling with
ac id.
Soluble in 80[T Alcohol- This residue was treated with several
portions of 80^' alcohol allowing at least an hoi^r for each treatnent.
It was then filtered and the amount dissolved v/as determi ned by e-
vaporation of an aliquot part of it. This may consist of chlo^-o-
phyl and one or r-iore resins. The reraainde of the alcoholic sol-
ution was shaken with pulverized animal charcoal, allowed to s';.iid
some time and another aliquot portion filte e<i off, evaporated and
weighed. The difforence between the weight of this portion and
that of the former equals the araount removed by animal charcoal,
consisting of the chlorophyl and perhaps resins.
Inso luble- The substances undissolved in 00^''^ alcohol were re-
move'! froKi the filter, evaporated, dried and weighed. They may be
fixed oil, solid fat, wax and very }'arely a resr'n,
60f' ALnOHOL EXTRACT .
The part of the plh.nt not dissolved by benz ne after drying
at 105° 0. v/as exhausted by alcohol in the Soxlilet extractor as be-
fore, allowing 16 hours to 20 hour's.
Total alcohol extract - The alcoholic solution was concentrated
filtered iiade up to a definite volume ( 25nc . c
.
) 25c. c. of this was
evapor ted and dried at 104-105" n. for weight of organic matter
and ash In alcohol extract. This residue was i^^nited and the ash
weighed, the organic matter being found by difference.
7J-

F^olubl e in w^^ter- A second portion of 25 o.c. wavS evaporated
nearly to dr:'-ness to remove all alcohol, trec-.ted ^7ith -ater, digest-
ed and filtered. The filtrate and \7ashincs evaporated and dried
gives wei;>t of organic raattei^ and ash soluble in v/ater. The res-
idue beini3 ignited for weight of ash, the organic natter is determ-
ined by 'iifference again. ii
A. SOLTTBIJi; IIT ABSOLHTE ALHOKOL . The remaining aliquot part
(>'00c.c.)of clear alcoholic liquid was then evaporated to dryness
on the water bath, dried in a v/ater oven at 100° and v;eighed.
This residue v/as then pulverized and t eated with 50c. c. cold ab-
solute alcoBiol allOY/ing to stand at least 30 minutes with frequent
sti -ring 'lecanting the clean liquid on a filter. This v/as repeated
and washed un-^il the filtrate amounted to 350c. c. which was then
concentrated to 250c. c. An aliquot portion of 25 c.c. of this sol-
|
utioii was evaporated ir. a wei.hed platinum dish and dried to con-
stant weight..
j
a. Solilble^ in water. T]ie remainder of the alcoholic liquid was theri
evaporated nearly to dryness, a little water added and evaporated
again nearl;- to dryness repeating this to ]iake sure all alcohol was
remove i. Water was added, then filtered and washed, diluting to
definite volume. To determine the araount soluble in water a meas-
ured quantity was taken, evaporated and dried at 100-102° in an air
batli until constant in weijlit. 1^
a' Precipitated by gub-acetat e of lead- To the remainderof the
aqueous solution was added basic acetate of lead Y/hicli precipitated
tannin, m.ost organic acids, some extractives and some inorganic acid^'
of the ash. This lead pi'ecii)i tate was collected in a CT-och filter,





again, the difference of these tv/o wei^^hts beiric taken as cr^janic
matter prec ip;" tated by sub-acetate of lead.
the solution from above and not x>^ec2i)itated by subacetate of lea d,
alkaloids and {^jlu.nosides , sone extrac"^. ive,: , and colors. This was
determined by diffe>'enoe, subtract injj the v;ei[^ht of t};e orjjanic
matter that is precipitated by lead subacetate fro^-i the wei<^;ht knovm
to be in the water solution in the first place.
b» Ins oluble in water - The raaterial remaining jn the vessel
and on the filter was dissolved in alcohol, the solution evaporated
to dryness, dried in the oven and weighed again when constant,
b' Soluble i n dilute hydrochloric acid- ^^ery dilute KOI
(about l/lOO normal) was used in this extraction. The soliUion
may contain alkaloids, glucosides rarely and some extractives the
weight was determined by eaapor;.ting the acid filtrate and weighin;';.
b'* Insoluble In dilute hydrochloric acid- The material v/as
then removed from the filtei* v/lth alcohol, evaportited, dried and
weighed,
b ' ' ' Soluble in di lute ammonium hydrate - The residue v/as
then treated v/lth wate>- containin.: a 11 tie ammonia (l-r?0 ) as long as
anything was removed. The Liquid contains acid resins and some col-
ors. The v/eight v/as deternir.ed by evaporation of the solu.^lon, dry-
ing and weighing.
b ' ' ' * I nsoluble in dilute armionium hydrate- The material v/as
once more removed from the filter v/ith alcohol, evaporated dried and
v/eighed. This residue may include neutral resins, some colors and
albumino ids ( in seeds).
a* * Hot precipitated b y sub-acetate of lead - There may be in

B. IHSOLUBLE IK ABSOLUTE ALOOHOL. (from port j on by nO/< alcohrl)
c
.
Soluble in viliter- The insoluble resifiue v;as dried and
v/elghed, then treated with water filtered and v/cushed thoroiJcV-ly with
Y/at e r
.
colors, extractives, albuminoids (rarel; ) orijanic and inor;:anic acids.
The precip.itate in filter is v/ashed dried, ;.nd v/ei^jhed in a iiooch-
cmcJble. After .it;nitinc it was v/eighed a£:ain th.e lo s beir:r con-
sidered as orf^anic' matter iJi-ecipi tated
.
c ' ' Not precipitat ed h ;^ sub ace tate o f lead- Thi s may i nc lude
alkaloids, f'jlucosj de s , glucose, sucose, i-jn(\ sorie extractives. The
weight is determined Ij;- difference between (c) and (c'). This lead
in excess was removed from the solution by precipe tat ion v;ith sod-
ium carbonate, and jjlucose and sucrose determined by method s to be
described later.
d. Ins oluble in water - The residue was dried and weighed.
d* Soluble in dilut e hydrochlori c acid- This may consist of
alkaloids or j^lucosides and the amount v/as determined by evaporating
drying and weighing, the filtrate.
d '* I ns oluble in di lute hydrochloric acid- This may consist
of a fev/ resins some extractives and color substances. The residue
from, d' after removing from the filter with alco)iol v/as evaporated
dried and weighed.
That part of the plant >-emaining insoluble aCter t>-eatment with
alcohol was dried at 104*'c. and com:)letely extracted with cold v/ater
by stirring with water in a beaker and allowing to -masce -ate for
c' Pre cipitated by bas ic acetate of lead- This includes some
COLD V/ATKR EXTRACT.
some t ime . Y *^

The washing and filtering was perforned by use of the filter p^i:^ip
placing the substance on a piece muslin ntretche ' over a perforated
|j
disk in a funnel. After thorou^-hly washing -the residue, making up 'j
the filtrate to definite volume (1 litre), 100c. c. was evaporated to
dryness, dried and weighed, then ignited for ash, organic natter
being determined by difference. This portion may contain gu.m, salts
of organic acids rarely a substance Ijke dextrin and small amounts
of albumenoi^s substances and coloring piatter.
ACID EXTRACT.
After extracting with cold water, the substance remaining v/as
dried and v/ei;,hed. It was tlien transferred to a beaker containing
jj
500 c.c. of watei* and 5 c.c. concentrated H2f^04 and boiled for 6 hrs.
replacing the water from time to time so as to maintain -.he sMae vol|
urae. This treatment converts starch into dext ro-glu.cose . The acid
digestion removes occasionally some salts of organic acids v;ith
j|
usually traces of albumenous and unde terminate substances. The in-
soluble substance was filtered and washed v/ith wj.ter . The filtrate i
j
and washings wei-e boiled with an excess of bar carbonate. The
last tracer, of acid v/ere neutralize.] v/lth a little b; ryta water.
Pilte -ed and concent >^ated the solution to fOc.c. and obtained the
specific gravity by a nOc.c. specific gravity bvlb. The excess ab-
obe 1000 v^as divided by 8 and thus it gives us the weijjht of starch :|
in tlie original sample. The addition of tannin to the original sol-
ution gives a white or buff precipitate if albuminoids are present.
ALKALI EXTRACT.
The residue from the treatment with acid was v/ell washed and
dried atllO° and its weight r-ecorded. Then this ref.ldue was boiled
for two hours v/ith 500c.c. of a solution containin.; 'P.O grams of llaOH
79.

to the liter. In order to prevent breakinr of the v^r>p,el by biimpiri;
the operation v/as carried on .in u roT.nd bottomed flask of a liter
capacity," and to prevent foanin^j; a blast of air was co'idi'.cted to
the flaslc and blovm on the surface of the liquid. The residue v/as
v/as then washed on lauslin as in the prec eding determinations, with
hot water imtil the filtrate tested free from alkali, transferred to
a v/eiclied dish, dried at 110-112° to constant v/ei.':b.t. This v/eirht
subtracted r^-or-- the previous one shov/s the total alkal* extract.
This extract is lar.jely albumenous matter and various modifications
of pec tic acid.
nRTIDE FIRKR
The residue non remaining from these varicus extracts is termed
"crude fibre".
After drying and -./eigliing, the crude fibre was washed v/ith 5l/2
/J Rr. solution. Allowed the Br. v/atei- to stand in the cellulose for
tv/elve hours, then v/ashed and boiled •.vitli l/s TrH40H and filtei-ed.
Repeated this treatment until ^he cellulose was v/hile. The residue
was washed ac^ln free of alkali, d^ied and weighed as cellulose and
ash . Tt was 'hen transferred to a platinum dish and ignited Tor
weight of ash. The ash deducted from the previous weigh.t gives
cellulose «
The loss in weight by this ti-eatment v/ith chlorinated soda sol-
ution is considered as lignose and coloring matter.
8'0-

In the following pa;:;es the results of the plant analysis is
discussefl. The first sample was treated with all the extractive
media but the minor separations were sometimes oniitted or hastily
and inaccurately done. The separation of the RO/f alcohol extract
particularly is very incompletely done. In the second determination
the intention was to invest is^te the 80/, alcohol and water extracts
more completely than in the first case. The benzene extraction
had to be done but no attempt at a separation was made. The extrac-
tion was not to be carried beyond the treatment with water.
Discussion of Results.
Benzene Extract: The benzene extract is supposed to include fat and




As obtained from potatoes the benzene extract is a brownish amor-
phous mass which is only slightly gummy. As v/ill be seen it amounts





In the second determination the benzene extract was not sep-
arated. The nature of the volatile part of the extract has not been
invest igated.




The non-vola.t ile part of the extract is not affecterl by v/'ater, dil-






The f^reat difference in the results in the first and second
determinations is -du.e probably to incomplete extraction in the first
one. It was only extracted ten hours while the second was extracted
twenty hours. All the first separations of the alcohol extract i/fie^
uncertain and rather carelessly done.
Total Orijanic Matter.
I . ' IT.
7.88;^ 10.36/<
The organic 'atter consists of sugars of various kinds, resins




The difference in ash is even greater than in organic matter.
The second one amounts to about tv/o-fifths of the whole ash contain-
ed in the potato.
Organic matte/- Soluble in water.
I. II.
7,17f' •0.64,<




A sli.^ht portion of the ash is evidently soluble in alcohol and
insoluble in water.
Portion soluble in Absolute Alcohol.
II. II.
3n the first determination the lo-s by treating was not estim-
ated directly as in the second case. Some of the portion dissolved
is probably due to the v/ater collected by the solvent, the dishes
etc. durinis the process of washing and filterin^j.
WATm SOLUBJJ^.
Absolute Alcohol Solution
precipitated by Basic Lead Acetate.
I. II.
.20f^ .06;;' .
The attempted separation by precipitation with basic acetate
of lead is very unsat isfact or;- . The manipulation of the process is
very difficult. It is impossible to tell wheji the filtration is
complete fv-ir the acetate itself jjrecipi tates when in contact with
the ai>-. The matter precipitated consists of tannin or^^janic acids,
et c
.




The residue soluble in HCl v/as entirely ml.isinr^ in the first
case. This residue consists of f^lucosiiies or perhaps an al^caloid.

RESIDUE T^RnT' ABSOLUTE ALHOKOL ROLITBTJ; III '7ATER. PRIIOIPITATED BY
BASIC LEAD ACETATE.
I. II.
. 52,< 1 . 48;;'
As previoiisly stated the basic lead acetate of lead precipita-
tion is very unsatisfactory. The matter precipitated is probably





The r;lucose is contained in the filtrate frori the basic lead a-
cetate precipitate in the v/ater solution from the portion insoluble
In absolute alcohol. Some kind of a mistake occurec in the first




This analysis shov/s the combined amounts of glucose and sucrose
Prom the second analysis which is the only reliable one it would ap-








The high per cent of the first determination is due probably
2^.

to substances soluble in alcohol but not taken out in this Cc.r.e due




This consists of protein and soluble starch. Frori the a/^ree-
ment of the two det emlnat ions it would seem that the difference in
the total water extract is due mostly to difference in per cent of
ash. Apparantly a little over a per cent of ash soluble in alcohol




The difference in per cents of ash in the two determinations




It was found that the v/ater solution must be acidifie-l before





The protein obtained in this extract amounts to only about one




This extract contains all the starch not clissolved by the v/ater




This extract is by far the largest in the whole analysis amount
ing to nearly seven eights of the whole substance. Starch is hov/-
ever not the only body dissolved he -e. The pentosans would be dis-




The alkali extraction takes out no appreciable per cent of










The cellulose is the residue unaffected by i,he various preceed-
inc extractions. It should be nearly white and soraev/hat fibrous in
U.
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